
The Genela1 Manager, 
Adjudication Branch, 
Australian Competition and Collsumer Com~nission 
P.0 Box 1 199 
Dickson ACT 2602 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
Exclusive dealing notifications lodged by Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd 
and others -interested party consultation 

1 would like to submit my objection and comments on the above notifications from the 
Franchisor Seal -A- Fridge Pty Ltd. as per your correspondence dated 21 December 2006. 

The notifying parties submit that requiring franchisees to purchase product from SAF (or 
nominated approved suppliers) would result in 

a) Lower priced supplies for franchisees due to bulk or volume discounb of between 
k-  5% -15% whic11 equates to saving of 9c to 23c per meter. 
4 

This could be seen as false or misleading representatiod 
30 - I - 
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x m  bs Mr. Rooney has not obtained quotations 
w 3 from suppliers and can not guarantee and price savings 

On the unsubstantiated price savings stated by Mr. Rooney of between 9c and 23c per 
meter would represenl a cost reduction on a standard refrigerator using approx 6 meters 
of magnet and extrusion of between 54c and $1.38. 
lf ~ r . - ~ o o n e ~  could negotiate cheaper prices for bulk purchasing there is no guarantee 
that he would pass these savings on to Franchisees as he has shown in past dealings with 
his ever increasing exorbitant charges for the use of telephone services and ongoing 
franchise fees which lie is now introducing for all new franchise agreements that he has 
no concern for Franchisee's costs 

b) Lower prices to the public as a result of lower priced supplies to franchisees 
Which again could be seen as false and misleading? Even if Mr. Rooney was able to 
negotiate a bulk purchasing reduction cost we have no guarantee that costs to franchisees 

e will be reduced and a cost saving of between 54c and $1.38 for a standard fridge is not 
I u going to be a saving for the general public 
O k  
E i o  
LL 5 C) Consistently high quality refrigeration seal products this also could be seen as 

w misleading'as to the nature or characteristics of goods and service4 
I - # %  I 



We acquired our franchise from Mr. Rooney in 1997 and have been using refrigeration 
magnet and extrusions from suppliers recommended by the franchisor from that date. 
We have found over these I0 years the products and services supplied by these 
recommended suppliers to be of an exceptional quality with no recalls or requests 
required tbr our suppliers to replace any product supplied to us over this period. 

d) Prompt and consistent delivery of supplies to franchisees, wlrich result in better 
quality service 

Thiscould be seen as t isle ad id 
I' 

- 
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Mr. Rooney 's past support and service as the fia~ichisor has been non existent and 
agreements both verbally and in writing have not been fulfilled. 

I would have no faith in Seal a Fridge providing us with the delivery and service that our 
current suppliers have and continue to provide. 

d) The implementation of a national warranty program and improved 
responsiveness to any recalls 

The trade practices act-- Part V, Divisions 2, -- protects consumers when they acquire 
goods or services 

The conditions, warranties and legal liabilities of this act have been offered to all our 
customers since the commencement of our franchise in November 1997 and will continue 
to be an integral part of our service to consumers. 

We personally guarantee our product and service to each and every customer. As rightly 
stipulated under Warranties and refunds in the ACCC advertising and selling publication- 
page 30- generally provides a higher level of customer service in the event of problems 
that arise after the sale (voluntary and extended warranties) 

e) Environmental benefits flowing from the cost effective alternative to purchasing a 
new refrigerator and i roved eficiency could be seen as false and misleading 

1 By changing from our current suppliers to one which is 
unproven and has failed to supply many requirements of our Franchise Agreements, The 
Franchising Code of Conduct and the Trade Practices Act, does not give any guarantee, 
confidence or assurance that the performance of'the tianchisor will change towards the 
franchisees. 



f) The notifying parties submit that the markets for refrigeration door seals at the 
manufacturing, wholesale and retail levels are highly competitive on both the 
domestic and international level. They submit this means the conduct will not cause 
a substantial lessening of competition 

While consumers may be able to purchase seals from other sourc.es as per the 
Francliisors list in his biotification, I do not consider them, other than possibly (g & h), to 
be a competitor as they generally operate a supply only service and do not have the 
inclination, expertise, equipment or ability to supply the service we provide as a Mobile 
Fyidge Seal Replacement Service 

The lessening of competition for us as franchisees would be ifthe Franchisor was to able 
to force Exc.lusive dealings upon us and eliminate our choice of supply 

Re Mr. Rooney's response to ACCC letter dated 17 November 2006. 

Supply of goods SAF 

1. Mr. Rooney confirmed that SAP does not manufacture PVC and/or flexible 
magnetic products. Similar to retravision, Mitre 10 etc 

1 cannot quite see the connection between these companies. 

As SAF does not manilfacture PVC and/or flexible magnet then what inspections will be 
put in  place by the Franchisor to ensure that products purchased by him will meet his 
mi~iinium quality control standards prior to being redirected to franchisees 

la  SAF acquires directly or indirectly products from various businesses that either 
manufacture or supply products 

Do all four suppliers identified by Mr. Rooney manufacture these products and if not can 
he advise which businesses do,  what products are manufactured in Australia and which 
products are imported and. from where. If product is manufactured overseas what quality 
checks or approved. standards do these companies have in place? 

2 SAF does not receive a rebate or other financial benefit from any business or 
company listed in l a  

Can Mr. Kooney confirm that tlie same applies to liis wife Linda, who 1 believe was the 
former proprietor of Patrick Products and I~imself personally, as Mr. Rooney confirms 
(item 3) that SAY distributes its supplies from Burleigh Heads which I surmise are the 
same premises currently used by Patrick Products 

I f  these premises are one and the same it could be seen that either Mr. or Mrs. Rooney or 
both may still have some interest in the business of Patric.k Products. 



4 Mr. Rooney confirms that there are 30 franchisees in Australia 

At the Mediation meeting on the 3 1" March 2005 Mr. Rooney presented me with a 
Disclosure Document which specified in clause 6 that there were 52 franchise businesses 
and 52 existing franchisees. I disputed this nunber and requested that I be supplied with 
the business address and contact  umbers of all existing franchisees Mr. Rooney rejected 
my request and confirmed that as there were currently 52 franchises he was not obliged to 

W supply the requested inforn~ation as per the Trade Practices(industry codes-franchising) 
W regulation 1998 Clause 6.3 

O F  
PLVJ I -- 

Thls could be seen as Misleading '-1 as the front page of 
O W  this document specifically instructs the franchisee to "Take your time, read all the 

documents carefully, talk to other fmnchisees", (a very difficult task for the Darwin = O franchise) without this information.. 

5 & 6. Nominated approved suppliers and their location The Franchisor consistently 
stresses the point that there are no nominated approved suppliers, yet provides a list of 
existing and current suppliers, excluding Patrick Products who we believe are the major 
supplier to Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd 

Mr. Rooney in his unacceptable Disclosure Document dated lS' March 2005, provides the 
following information to the following clauses: 

Clause 9.1 (a) is the franchisee required to maintain a level of inventory or acquire an 
amount of goods and services? 

Yes, the franchisee must only use approved suppliers and goods. 

Clause 9.1 (b) is the Franchisee restricted from acquiring goods or services from other 
sources? 

Yes, franchisee must only use approved suppliers and goods. 

Clause 9.l(c) Is tlle franchisee required to acquire goods or services from a supplier in 
which the franchisor or its associate has an ownership interest? 

NO. 

lftlle Franchisor wzw; requiring franchisees to acquire goods and services as per the 
disclosure document from approved suppliers then surely he must have had a list of those 
approved. 

If, as he has disclosed in this doci~ment that the Franchisor or its associate have no 
ownership interest in any suppliers as at 1'' March 2005 does he still stand by this 
disclosure? i.e; Patrick Products 



7. The cost of transporting is a minimal part of the cost of supplies 

Since Mr. Koo~iey has been able to negotiate lower rates with National Transport 
C;.ompany NQX a subsidiary of Toll Transport I ask that he provide these detailed rates 
as detailed in Section 1 f(b) of the Seal-A-Fridge Franchise Agreement; "The Franchisee 
will bear all the costs of cartage, freight and insurance involved in delivery of supplies" 

8. The minimum quality control standards are listed in the Seal-A-Fridge 
Operations Manual 

dhe requirements to supply an Operations Manual was part of our Franchise agreement 
dated Nov 1997 and eventually we were able to instruct Mr. Rooney to provide this 
document through Mediation on the 3 IS' March 05 

As with otlier resolutions and agreements made at that meeting with the Mediator, Mr. 
Don Kobinson, none of them to date have been acted upon including supplying me with 
this Operations Manual 

9. Suppliers seeking to become a nominated approved supplier would be required to 
provide products approved by the Franchisor 

The Franchisor should provide a copy of the nomiiiated suppliers he refers to in our 
Franchise agreement dated Nov 1 997 "Clause 4.3 Purchase of supplies'' and Disclosure 
documer~l dated Is' March 2005. 

10. Clearly if SAF Franchisees are able to purchase supplies at a lower price by 
purchasing in bulk then the public will benefit 

I have dealt with this price savings earlier and again point out that a possible ~naiinurn 
cost reduction on a standard fridge of approx $1.38 is not going to be of any public 
benefit. 

10(a) SAF and other Suppliers 

No copies of this c.orrespondence between the franchisor, suppliers and franchisees were 
provided to me by tlie Franc.hisor although 1 have since obtained copies from Members of 
our Seal-A Fridge "Action Group" 

I cannot see that this correspondence will help tlie Franchisor in being able to achieve any 
henellcial deal fi-oni tlie Suppliers he now downgrades and is very critical of. 

These companies, RBM & Austwide, 1 understood were our approved. suppliers as they 
have been our only source of supply for the full period of our agreements. 1 personally 
cannot speak too highly of them regarding their business and personal dealings 



10a i- Demanding all Franchisees to purchase stock only from SAF will not start 
until the ACCC has made its decision. 

From correspondence presented by the Franchisor he demanded that franchisees purchase 
stock from him from 1'' May 2006. 

If the ACCC approves this submission for the Franchisor to conduct third line l'orcing I 
cannot see that it will benefit the general public in any way. I have grave doubts from 
past and present dealings with the Franchisor that he will provide the service and 
assi tance that we have become accustomed to fiom our excellent suppliers over the last B I0 J ears. 

lOaii SAF does not have any nominated approved suppliers 

What about the Suppliers we have been using for the past 10 years, surely they must have 
been approved? 

lObi we make the following quality comparisons between SAF supplied products 
and the current suppliers 

Refer to the attached correspondence sent to Austwide Plastics and RBM with Mr 
Rooney's accusation 

1 will forward their responses to these letters once they are received although 1 am told 
that they have already responded direct to the ACCC 

10b ii there are no nominated approved suppliers. Franchisees have been free to 
purchase supplies in the open market as long as these supplies meet minimum 
quality standards 

The Franchisor was well aware of the companies supplying products to Franchisors and 
surely if he did not approve he would have requested that we cease dealing wit11 them. 

RBM and Austwide have obviously met the miniinurn quality standard in the past. 1 
request the Franchisor provide a copy of these past minimum quality standard 
requirements to enable Franchisees to make a comparison with the latest "Seal-A-Fridge 
Minimum quality Standards for Authorized Products" 

l l a  SAF will supply 100% of franchisees stock requirements if this Notification is 
accepted 

Does this mean that Franchisees will not have a choice of supply even if another supplier 
meets the Franchisor's Minimum quality standards? 



From past dealings with the Franchisor 1 would have no confideilce whatsoever that we 
would receive the same service we are currently being provided and would seriously have 
to co~~sider whether to renew my agreement when it expires. 

I1 b there are  currently no nominated approved suppliers. This will take place once 
notification has been allowed to proceed. 

S e my response 10b ii F 
12. The Franchisee will forward a request to the Franchisor on the basis that they 
are unable to source products that meet the minimum qualiv staudards from 
nominated approved suppliers. 

Ifthe Franchisor has  no business interest or association with the nominated approved 
suppliers then it could be more beneficial for the Franchisees to negotiate a bulk deal 
direct with these suppliers, including Patrick Products 

Obviously franchisees would not want to purchase product from Patrick Products if it 
could be shown that there was any connection with King Seals 

The Franchisor indicates that permission would be granted within 7 days, a statement 
which is diMicult to believe, as 1 have yet to receive permission or documentation agreed 
upo11 at mediation on 3 1 " March 2005. 

14. The ACCC request to outline ally procedures followed if a franchisee fails to 
purchase YVC extrusion or  flexible magnet products from SAF or the nominated 
approved suppliers. 

The Franchisor's response to your infonnation request is again dificult to follow as 
Clauses and Sections detailed in his reply do not relate to my Franchise Agreement, 
althougl~ there is no doubt that Franchisees wi 11 imtnediatel y receive a notification that 
the franc.hise wi l l be terminated. 

The Franchisor states that in nearly 10 years of Franchising an agreement has never 
been terminated for material breach. 

The FI-anchisor in the past llas not imposed any restriction on lianchisees from selecting 
their own suppliers of product even though agreements indicate that we should be 
supplied by "approved suppliers" That there has not been any material breach by 
franchisees indicates that the products and services supplied over this period have been 
well received by customers and have caused no damage lo the SAF trade mark, brand 
image and system. 



15. In reply to the ACCC on a) why this requirement was introduced. 

The franchisor reasons being 1.) to reduce costs to the public 

2) To maintain quality control and protect SAF 
trademark, brand image and system 

3) Repeat of 1) 

Th price of product has yet to be negotiated and the maximum discounts calculated by 
the 1 ranchisor indicate that there will be very little, if m y  cost savings which the 
franchisees will be able to pass on to the general public. 

?'he product and service provided by our current suppliers has been of the highest 
standard and 1 am unaware of any damage to the SAT: trademark, brand name or image. 

b) How and when franchisees were notified of this 
req u irement. 

39 
O C  The franchisor states that SAF has never required Franchisees to deal exclusively with * SAF or  nominated suppliers or that he notified Franchisees that they must deal 

excIusively with SAF or nominated approved suppliers. 

30 , This is totally misleading\- --\ 
1  is correspondence dated i3'" April 2006 is very specific that: 

I 

- 

From 1'' may 2006 all franchisees must purchase products or supplies that meet the 
minimum quality standards where available and that the continued use of PVC 
extrusion and magnet that does not meet minimum quality standards without prior 
written co~lsent of the francl~isor after the 1st March 2006 will result in a breach of 
section 4C operating standards of the franchise agreement. Further continued 
breaches will result in a breach of section 6B 0) - Termination of franchise by 
franchisor for material breach of franchise agreement 

The franchisor continilally stipulates that franchisees require written consent from the 
franchisor to use product that does not meet his minimum quality standards yet he has 
already given this written approval in his document listing the PVc extrusions (effective 
I" May 2006) 

PVC extrusions profiles supplied by Austwideand RBM which do not meet the 
minimum quality standards may be used until such time as a profile is found that 
meets the minimum standards. 

If by using PVC products that do not meet the minimum quality standards ( Refer Mr. 
Rooney's response 15a 2) will have a direct impact on the brand, image and tradernark 
of SAF, its makes you wonder why he would even allow these products to be used al all. 
It appears that the only producl that does not meet his requirement that we require written 
approval for is the flexible magnet 



In Conclusion the Franchisor states: 

We submit that thcre is clear, existing and compelling evidence that the likely 
benefit to the public from the conduct outweighs any likely detriment to the public 
from the notified conduct 

zm 
~2 The Franchisor states that the Majority of Franchisees support this conduct. 

e 1 completely reject this statement and see no proof froin the Franchisor of any increased 
O F  benefit to the public. The benefit to the public has always been the very independent 
PLU) quality aiid personal service that SAS Franchisees have been able to supply without any 

z r f ' e r e n c e  from the ~ranchisori 

e 
1 believe that all Francl~isees have been notified of this action of the Franchisor and will 
Iiopefully respond to the ACCC. 

30 

The Franchisor by refusing to provide contact addresses and contact phone numbers( as 
required by the act) has made it impossible for us to substantiate his claims or discuss 
matters with Franchisees relating to this and any other concerns we may have had from 
time to time. 

> 

To further support my objections I make the following comments relating to the 
Notification N50199 and Mr. Rooney's reply to the ACCC dated 11  December 2006. 

A i  i 

Notification Summary. 

States the purpose is not to lessen co~npetition in any market, rather the purposes 
are to allow Franchisees the benefit of a bulk discount and to ensure that SAF 
maintains quality control over its Autl~orized Products and to protect the SAF 
trademark, brand, image and system. 

By removing our choice of suppliers who have provided an excellent service for 10 years 
would certainly reduce competition. 

The franchisor will not be providing any franchisees bulk discount benefits when the 
maximuni reduction costs on standard refrigeration are estimated to be approx $1.40 

It should be noted that the ACCC in Brisbane are currently looking at other concernitlg 
matters and comp1ain.t~ from franchisees relating to protecting SAF trademark, brand, 
image and system which I believe your oflice is aware of. 

If the commission grants immunity afforded by this notification, as part of SAF 
complia~~ce Program for the Trade Practices Act and the requirements of the 
Franchising Codc of Conduct, SAF as Franchisor is aware of the requirements to 
disclose in the SAF l~isclosure Document, any commission or rebate received 
through an agreement with a third party. 



On the 3 1 st March 2005 some 9 years after entering into our Franchise Agreement the 
Franchisor through Mediation was forced. to provide me, after many requests, with a 
Disclosure Document 

I am reasonably certain that this was the first so called Disclosure Document produced by 
the Franc.hisor. 

This Document supplied on 3 Is' March 2005 is not in accordance with the Franchising 
Code of Conduct and on receipt 1 requested certain changes and additions to be made by 
Mr. Rooney( as  the document was not as per my Franchise agreement), to which I have I had no response. 

I do not accept this document as it stands as forming any part of my Franchise agreement 
and it should not be taken as recognition by the Franchisor that he has provided a 
Disclosure Document in accordance with the Franchising Code of Conduct 

The Franchisor has shown a complete disregard for all resolutions made and agreed upon 
at our Mediation meeting on the 3 1" March 2005 and yet he states he is prepared to carry 
out the above requirements of the code when it suits his requirements. 

His refusal to accept and abide by the mediation resolutions has left us in the same 
position as we were in when this dispute first commenced in 2002. 

Mr. Rooney submitting exclusive dealing notificatioils to the ACCC has thankfully given 
us the opportunity to fonnally advise the ACCC of the conduct of the Franchisor in 
matters relating to the trade practices act and franchising code of conduct. 

Thank you allowing us the opportunity to submit our objection to the Notifications. 

Yours sincerely, 

John S undbye 
Franchisee 
Seal-A-Fridge (Darwin) 
P.0 Box 3 12, Caloundra 455 1 
15 '~  January 2007. 



Att Mr. AJ Mc William 
RBM Plastic Extrusions Pty Limited 
32-40 Derby Street, 
Silverwater 
NSW 2128 

I 
Dear Sir, 

Re Seal- A- Fridge- Franchisor Mr. N. Roonev 

I am sure you are aware that the Franchisor of Seal-&Fridge Mr. Rooney has lodged an 
exclusive dealing notification with the ACCC. 

A number of Franchisees are objecting to this notification and have been asked by the 
ACCC to submit a response by the 17" January 2007. 

The ACCC required Mr. Rooney to reply to a vast number of points relating to this 
notification. 

Mr. Rooney's reply is very critical of your operation and ability to supply quality 
products 

To enable us to reply to the ACCC we would appreciate your response to these claims, 
and requirements by Mr. Rooney. 

11 SAF require that the original manufacturer is IS0 Certified. 

21 Nominated approved suppliers must meet the minimum quality control standards as 
per attached. 

31 Mr. Rooney states that RBM Plastics does not have IS0 quality certification for 
flexible magnet and that the magnet is not to the size required by SAF Minimum quality 
standards. 



41 RBM Plastics PVC extrusion is under thickness of that required by SAF minimum 
quality standards. 

51 RBM Plastics have serious problems with the quality of the products they supply and 
have in order to cut cost have reduced the quality of the products they supply. 

Can you please respond to these accusations and supply any further information, 
including product specification, quality control and any other product details which may 
be of assistance in our reply to the ACCC, objecting to this exclusive dealing notification 
by Mr. Rooney 

Yours sincerely 

John Sundbye 
Seal-a Fridge Franchisee (Darwin) 
CI- P.0 Box 312, 
Caloundra 455 1 
Ph0417847541 



Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd, 
47 Capella Crescent 
Moorabbin VIC 3 189 

Dear Mary 

Re Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd Franchisor Mr. N. Roonev 

you  are possibly aware that Nigel has an exclusive dealing notification lodged with the 
ACCC requesting all Seal-A-Fridge franchisees to purchase all PVC products and magnet 
fiom him. 

A number of franchisees are objecting to this requirement and have been asked by the 
ACCC to lodge any objections by the 1 7 ~  of this month. 

The Franchisor Mr. Rooney has been very critical of the products you are cwently 
supplying us and I require your response to the following allegations and queries to 
enable me to finalize my submission to the ACCC 

11 SAF requires that manufacturers1Suppliers supply supplies that meet minimum quality 
standards as per attached. 

21 Austwide Plastics do not have I S 0  quality certification for flexible magnet or PVC 
extrusions 

31 Austwide Plastics extrusion has a medium resistance to mould bacteria, not a high 
resistance. 

4/ Austwide Plastics PVC extrusion is under thickness of that required by SAF minimum 
quality standards. 

51 Austwide Plastics have serious problems with quality control of product, and in order 
to cut costs have reduced the quality of the products they supply.. 

It is very important that you respond to these points and submit any further information, 
including product specification, quality control and any other product details that may 
assist us in our objection to these exclusive dealing requirements by Mr. Rooney 

Yours sincerely 

John Sundbye (Franchisee) Seal-A-Fridge 
P.0 Box 3 12 
Caloundra 455 1 
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From: ~ o d n  Sundbye [mailto:sundbyej@mastalnet.com.au] 
Sent: Tuesday, 30 January 2007 10:02 AM 
To: Cooke, Nadia 
Subject: SAF notification 

Dear Nadia, 

Can you advise me the extended date for response's to Mr Rooney's Notification to the ACCC.as we are a 
little disturbed by the latest advice from the Franchisor. 

Mr Rooney has sent correspondence to Franchisees stating he has sourced a new manufacturer who we can 
only surmise meets all the Minimum standards for PVC extrusion and Magnet 

He States : I have now sources directly from manufacturers so that I do not need to purchase 
any further products from Patrick Products. As detailed in my submission to the ACCC I am 
free to purchase product from any supplier. 

Franchisees have been asking Mr Rooney who this new Manufacturer is but he for some reason will not . 
provide us with this information. 

Mr Rooney states: by purchasing stock from SAF it will not support Patrick products, 
Austwide or RBM. 
This indicates that the new Manufacturer would be the only supplier of products to SAF and no product will be 
sourced from these other three businesses 

We should also be told why the change in supplier at this stage. Mr Rooney's submission to the ACCC 
indicates that Patrick products was the only supplier that met his minimum requirements for the supply of PVC 
and Magnet? 

Has the Franchisor found a problem with the products supplied by Patrick's and if so Franchisees should be 
immediately advised? 

If submissions have not closed would it be possible to include this email to my objection to his notification. 

As we are unable to get any positive response to these questions from Mr Rooney, can the ACCC please look 
into this matter on our behalf. 

John Sundbye 
SEAL-A-FRIDGE (DARWIN) 
041 7847542 


